Web Developer

Position Summary

bswing is looking for a talented web developer to join our team. The technology team creates rapid prototypes, custom applications, content management and e-commerce solutions, and technical specifications. Web developers provide technical leadership, and collaborate with researchers, designers, and information architects to craft innovative solutions and high-quality products. We're a small shop with a fun and diverse set of clients, which guarantees you'll tackle a wide range of projects and technical challenges.

Key Responsibilities

- Develop HTML/CSS/JavaScript client applications for mobile and web
- Build and maintain server applications using a variety of technologies, including ASP.NET, C#, SQL, & XML
- Collaborate with the design team on crafting effective and engaging interactive experiences
- Create detailed documentation and functional specifications
- Get inspired by well-designed code
- Communicate clearly with a multidisciplinary team
- Build client relationships
- Work within budgets and deadlines

Skills & Knowledge

- 1-3 years professional experience (recent grads with strong skills and relevant project experience are also encouraged to apply)
- Understanding of the capabilities and limits of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, media queries, and other presentation layer technologies
- Understanding of object-oriented programming concepts
- Experience working with content management systems, such as WordPress, Drupal, Kentico, and SiteCore
- Technical aptitude
- Strong interest in learning
- Great communication skills
- Undergraduate degree or equivalent

Please send a note and resume to jobs@bswing.com. If possible, please include links to relevant examples of your work. Thank you for your interest in bswing.

About bswing

bswing brings smart design to life. We partner with clients seeking to create products and experiences that matter, and organizations large and small that aspire to do remarkable things. Join us!